SECOND MEETING OF T. C. A. SUCCESSFUL

Mr. Lockrow of the Tremont Temple Brotherhood Speaks to Many Men.

The second meeting of the T. C. A., which was held in the Union yesterday evening, was very largely attended by men of all the classes. Mr. Lockrow, the Director of the Tremont Temple Brotherhood, was the speaker, and his subject was: "What is the Matter with the Churches?" He strayed a bit from his subject, and it might well have been called "The need that the church meets." He began his talk by a witty story about an old negro, upon whose tongue was a bit that once a wag once claimed, "That's an old negro." He then went on to say, now that anyone addressing a group of college men would need plenty of gold. He defined church, saying that it was not a condition for the development of social activities or for the dispensation of recreation. It is something to support a certain need which every man has, and it has been open for ever since, community or society has been himself. That is what the church is for, to aid man to conquer himself.

He said college men are a great living entity to all of the world that we should arrive therefore to not only benefit ourselves, but aid our fellow men. He spoke of men that made failures of their lives because they had placed the emphasis of the church in the wrong places, but underlined the need of the church.

Although he only talked for fifteen minutes, he was very much to the point. We owe thanks to Dr. Talbot for bringing this speaker to the Union, and any man who didn't attend should redeem himself by attending one of the meetings that were open to the public.

T. H. S. MEETING

Hall and Paris Are Elected to Offices--Social Plans.

Yesterday afternoon, at 1:20, the M. A. H. S. Club held its first meeting in the chemistry building, only a small percentage of the members being present. The first business to come before the meeting was the election of a member of the Executive Committee to fill the vacant office, which office Mr. Hall was elected to. As the secretary-trustee had resigned, it was necessary to provide another, and M. Paris, 1914, was elected to that office.

These preliminaries disposed of, the meeting turned its attention to the question of electing a new class and to the business which remains to be completed in order to begin the year. The president, Mr. Earp, said the committee of the Mechanical Engineering Department had taken the floor. He spoke of the necessity of the fourth year men choosing the subject for their graduation thesis before the beginning of the second term so that they might start their research work at the very beginning of that term. He then outlined the new changes effected in the course, such as the increase in the number of classes and the increase in the number of classes of mechanical engineers. He also mentioned the increase in the study of mathematics as applied to practical problems. These increases will be accompanied by a decrease in the number of courses of study, which Professor Miller considered important. He pointed out that the meeting then took up with a reading Mr. T. P. for Professor Miller.

Mr. T. P. is a brother of the former Harvard football star.

The Freshman football team will be expected to show a team as good as the '14 bunch.

Mechanics Hold Housing Dinner

Over a Hundred Men Present and Much Enthusiasm in Evidence.

Law evening, at the Union, the Mechanical Engineering Society held its first meeting of the year with an attendance of over a hundred and twenty-five. After all the business had been cared for and the rules had been passed around the president of the society addressed the group. His first speech of the conditions under which new men could become members, then laid of the plans for the ensuing year. The main events of the different plans about Boston will be taken up by me in this. These excursions last year proved exceedingly successful, as many as ninety men turned out for some of them, and it is hoped that this year they will be even more successful. Beside these excursions there will be held the "Station Installation," which outside professional men will address the members.

The meeting opened with an address started among the mechanical engineers which will be initiated on November 2. A moving picture show will be held in Huntinton Hall on the evening of that date, to which all engineering students are invited. The subject of the pictures will be such as to interest all mechanical engineers. After the above the men will have a chance to discuss and ask questions.

The president then introduced the first speaker of the evening, Mr. Roy E. Wall, who gave a short talk on "The Applications of the Mechanical Engineering Fields." The second speaker was the witty Professor Riley, who entertained the men with an account of how an excursion upon an oil-carrying vessel, including some equipment and engineering terms for a thesis, turned out to be an exciting and pleasant one month's course, such as the increase in the number of classes of mechanical engineers. He also mentioned the increase in the study of mathematics as applied to practical problems. These increases will be accompanied by a decrease in the number of courses of study, which Professor Miller considered important. He pointed out that the meeting then took up with a reading Mr. T. P. for Professor Miller.

Mr. T. P. is a brother of the former Harvard football star.

The Freshman class does not seem to realize that it is a custom for all the first year men to attend the theatre in a body on Field Night. So far only about sixty students have been sold to Freshmen, while the orchestra is already nearly sold out to the upperclassmen, and it is expected that most of the seats will be left. Perhaps it would be well in eutishin those who do not know what "Tech Night" is.

Field Day evening the two lower classes, a large number of upperclassmen and the members of the teams assembled in the auditorium. This event is known as "Tech Night." This year the Theatre Committee is considering whether or not the Sophomores will have a box in the orchestra, and the Freshmen in the balcony. The boxes are given over to the teams. It is hoped that the Freshmen will hurry up and fill the boxes with all the members.

"Tech Nighlt," which has already passed, will be given next week in Rogers corridor for the tickets themselves.

WIRELESS MEETING

Electors of Officers and Plans for Stimulation of Interests.

The Wireless Society yesterday afternoon held a very important meeting. The first matter considered was the election of officers for the present year. If. A. Affel, 1914, was elected president; Professor Goodlett and H. H. Highfield, 1915, were elected vice-presidents; J. H. Ellis, 1912, was elected Secretary to succeed P. L. Plunkett who became Treasurer. The election of directors was postponed until the next meeting.

The proper fitting of a room for a presentation was most interesting, and a committee on the President and W. Mason, 1912, and S. W. Shing, 1914, was appointed to report on the cost. The committee was composed of the Department of Physics and Electricity to loan certain apparatus and assistance of suitable space is provided, will be taken advantage of.

Parental monthly meetings will be held, and for these meetings prominent wireless experts will be obtained to speak. The audience will be the minds of the society and desiring to become wireless experts should immediately report to the officers of the society, as the best time to become a regular member is the present.

The man who put the iron washer into a telegraph office, who gave a short talk on "The Attraction of the Mechanical Engineering Fields," then opened the meeting. He pointed out that the meeting then took up with a reading Mr. T. P. for Professor Miller.

Mr. T. P. is a brother of the former Harvard football star.

The Freshman football team will be expected to show a team as good as the '14 bunch.

Some speak in the Freshman football team as being a manizimum of interest to the Public. Some feel out with a game of broken collar bone. Why not look out, Sophomores?!!

So the Wireless Society is going to try a new stunt this year. Good luck, we can't send a wire but this will do so.